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ABSTRACT
The cognitive processes involved in the human ability

to understand and use positional notation (i.e., place-valuel were
investigated in a series of psychological experiments. Although the

'tasks used in all studiesvwere very simple, usually only requiring
the tested individual to identify the larger of two numbers as
_quickly as possible, a number of unintuitive results were obtained.
For example, in two digit number comparison, skilled adults' decision
times are affected by the-ones-place digit even when the tens-place
digit is logically sufficient to determine the correct response
(e.g., is 48 less than or more than 55?)4 Howevet, when the number of
places is a_sufficient cue to answer the question (is 735924 more or
less Wan 5000?), insignificant place informationsisinot extracted.
Memory for numbers was also shown to be affected by plate-value
information. Surprisingly, speed oLunderstanding the relative value
of numbers is slowed when the numerical value conflicts with the
relative physical size of the numerals..Overa1.1, several physical and
symbolic factors strongly influence our ability to understand,
manipulate, and remember numbers. (Author)
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Number Place-value Information:
Task Analysis and Development

James V. Hinrichs, Principal Investigator
Department of Psychology, University of Iowa

Iowa City, Iowa 52242

Abstract

The cognitive processes involved in the human ability to under-
stand ana,use positional notation (i.e., place-value) were investigated
in a series of psychological experiments. Although the tasks used in
all studies were very simple, usually only requiring the tested
individual to identify the larger of two numbers as quickly as possible,
a number of unintuitivv results were obtained. For example, in two-
digit number comparison, skilled adults' decision times are affected
by the ones-place digit even when the tens-place digit is logically
.sufficient to determine the 'correct response (e.g., is 48 less than or
more than 55?). However, when the number of places is a sufficient
cue to answer the question (is 735924 more or less than 5000?),'
insignificant place information is not extracted. Memory for numbers
was also shown to be affected by place-value information. Surprisingly,
speed of understanding the relative value of numbers is slowed when the
numerical value conflicts with'the relative physical size of the
numerals. Overall, several physical and symbolic factors strongly
influence our ability to understand, manipulate, and remember numbers.
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Number Place7value Informat on:
Task Analysis and Developm nt

James V. Hinrichs, Principal Investigator
NIE-G-78-0178

Although it is a relatively recent invention incathematit
history, the use of positional notation in number systs is now
considered a fundamental skill and a prerequisite to understanding
basic mathematics. ikessential to understand positional notation,
i.e., the meaning of place-value in numbers, inorder tcarry out
basic calculation, accurately represent quantities,,and to approximate
the results of exact calculation. Use of positional notation is so,
fundamental that most adults aze only dimly aware that nonpositional
numbering systems exist. Only the exampleofRoman.numeral systems
remain as.an archaic example of the complexities involved in carrying
out computation in nonpositional systerds.

Nevertheless, we have little knowledge of the psychological pro-
cesses involved in our ability to comprehend and use positional notation
in mathematical reprepentation. We expptt children at a very eaay age
to understand and use placeAralne representation of numbers with little,
knowledge of what the final form of the mastery of that skill 'should be.
The problem is moat evident in attempting to approximate the results of
calculation. Omission of a crucial zero or misplacement of a decimal
point is an easy computational mistake but we expect even the least
skilled adult to know that 200 + 200 is not equal to 40, or 40,9p0.,

The primary goal of the'research supported by the NationalsInsti-
tute of Education and summarized here was to investigate the psychOlog-
ical processes and skills that affect our ability to yepresent and
compare basic numericaliinformation. MOst of the investigation.was
concerned with empirical studies of skilled adults ability to judge the
relative magnitude of mUltidigit numbers rapidly and accurately to'
determine which cues and abilities most affect speed and accuracy.
These investigations also inspired a num ber of related inquiries 'con-
cerned with children's knowledge of place-value informationf comparison
of quantities, spatial representation, memory fur numbers, and sex
differences in mathematical ability.

Because the technical details, resu lts and Procedures are available',
in other reports (see list beginning on page 9) this Final Report will
describe'the basic questions and results obtained in the various
studies. It will be less formal, more speculative, and preseht.td in ,

less technical language 'than the more formal reports, The report is
divided into two main sections. 'The first section concentrates on the,
issues most fundamental to ,the thrust of the originall3vroposed
research and directly supported bytthe grant. Theksecond section
describes related issues that developed dur(ng the course of the
research and inspired by the grant research. Finally, the report
concludes with a list of all the papers, publications, and theses
produced by grant-supported or grant-related personnel during the term
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of the project. Each item is annotated by an abstract or summary
written by the authors of the paper.

Central Issues

The primary goal of the grant research was to produce empirical
data and theoretical interpretations 9f the psychological processes
involved in the representation and manipulation of the meaning of large
numbers. In this context large refers to numbers'whase meaning pannot
be conveyed by a single digit or symbol. In the simplest case this
would obviously refer to two-digit numbers and the type of information
rapidly extracted from the pregentation of two-digit numbers. Multi-
digit numbers with more than two digits bring more complicated process-
ing to bear as will be demonstiated below and req4ire more sophisticated
mathematical knowledge.

A number of basic decisions had to be made at the beginning of the
research. In all instances we tried to use the simplest case or the
most fundamental process as the target of our investigations. Most of
our research was conducted with skilled adults, i.e., college students,
rather than children because we were interested in the competent use
and representation of number rather than the acquisition or development
of number representation. Some later studies investigated children's
use of place-notation but the primary emphasis was on skilled use
rather than acquisition. Similarly, the experimental paradigm con-
centrated on simple tasks, e.g., comparison of numbers, rather than the
use of numbers in more complicated settings such as calculation, or
other manipulatitn. Neveitheless, even with these restrictions a
number of surprising and unintuitive results occurred.

Two-digit Number Comparison

Co4sider the simplest case of multidigt number comparison in which
a preseAted number is to be compared to the number 55 held in memory.
The subject's task is to decide whether the presented number is less
than or greater than 55. A fuftdamental question concerns the relative
contribution of the ten's place and the one's place digit to the
individual's decision. In a series of experiments Hinrichs, Yurko,
and Hu (1981) examined the use of place cues in comparing two-digit
numbers. Some of the results were very surprising and unexpected.

410

First, for the benefit of the reader not familiar with the past
literature ip this area, it should be pointed out that the comparison,
of even single-digit numbers is not an instantaneous decision. Moyer'
and Dandauer (1967) showed that, the time required to decide which is
the larger of two, single-digit numbers increases as the difference
between the two numbers increases and as the magnitude of the smaller
of the two numbers increases. In other words, it is easier to decide
that 6 is larger than 2 than to decide that 4 is larger than 2, and it
is easier toutiodde that 6 is larger than 4 than to decide that 8 is
larger than 6. The time required to make these decisions ranges from
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400 msec for the easiest to about 800 msec for the most difficult.
While it was expected that, the basic pattern of differences would be
maintained in comparing two-digit numbers it *as uncertain how subjects
would 'combine the information in the two single-digits in order to
compare the two-digit numbers.

If two -digit numbers are pricessed as two separate digital the
tens place digit would be expected to be examined first--both on the
basis of left-right reading habits and the more significant quantita-
tive information contained in the left-most digit. In most cases, a
decision'would be made simply on the basis of the value of the tens
place digit. The ones place digit would need to be,processed only when
the comparison number and the standard number agree in, the tens place
digits. For example, any number that contains a "2" at the tens place
can be judged to be smaller than 55, regardless of the value o0the
ones place digit. Decision time would decrease as the difference
between the tens-digit and 5 4ncreases, but within each decade the
decision time should be constant, indicattfig no inq.uence of the ones
digit.

On the other hand, if two-digit numbers are encoded as single
integrated values and compared as quantities, similar tio single-digit
comparisons, then the ones place digit should affect comparison time
with a continuous decrease in reaction time as distance increases. The
central characteristic foe present purposes is that there should be no
pecial change )1in number {comparisons across decade boundaries. That, is,

in comparing numbers with a standard of 55, although a change occurs
in the tens digit in moving from 40 to 39, the expected reduction in
reaction time is less than the reduction from 41 to 40.

Note.the mathematical and psychological assumptions entailed in
each- of these'interpretations. The first view assumes that subjects
are efficient and extract only the information necessary to make the
decision. If the tens place digit is sufficient'to answer the question,
it is processed and-not the ones place number. The second interprete-

d;

tion asserts that both quanitites in a two -digit number areevaluated
and.Understpod before the coMpaKison,can be made. While it is less
efficient in 'the sense that some irrelevant information is extracted
in most cases it does suggest that more complete processing of all the
numerical informatiOn presented.

(.

The results of several experiments cleanly reject ehe first, place-
value interpretation of two-digit number comparison. Decision times
ate clearly influenced by' the magnitude of the ones place number, Only
in a severely constrained experimental situation were subjects able to
ignore the value of the Ones plIce digit in comparing numbers. Con-
sequently at least with two-dig t numbers it appears that skilled
adults do not analyse the number into two components treating each
separately, but rather treat the number as a whole and evaluate it as
a unit:

4
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Multidigit Number"Comparison

)

Tile complexity of the process of comparing large numbers increases
as the number of digits in the'number increases. It seems unlikely that
all of the constituent numerals will be evaluated in multidigit number
comparison. Consider the case in which individuals must decide if a
presented number is...less than or greater than 5000. In ,addition to
evaluating each numeral in each place in the multidigit numbes another
more potent cue'for number value is present--the number of places in
the nutiper. One does not need to'extract the meaning, of each individual
digit to decide that a seven-digit number is larger than 5000. Hinrichg,

%Berle, and Mossell (1982) demonstrated that the nutber of places in the
presented number is a very powerful cue.permitting a very rapid and
accurate number comparison her the number of places markedly differs
from Ehe standard value. However, the first-place digit in a three- or.,
five-place number does affect decision time when the comparison
standard is 5000. When the comparison is made very.difficult, by using
a standard of 5555, a roughly serial -comparison of indtvidual'digits
occurs, but nonsignificant digits did affect decision Lime.. T).$t is,

subjects appeared to process the value of numerals beyond the place '
value necessaryfo make the comparison: Again, there was considerable
evidence for a holistic, nonanalytic evaluation of large multidigit
numbers.

Retention of Place-value Information

The number comparison paradigm suggests that skilled individuals
' I are influenced by place-value information in extracting numerical .

information from presented displays. Do subjects alao use place-value
information an the retention of multidigit numbers? In several memory
experiments, Hinrichs and Novick (1982) showed that subjects do remember
the most significant digit in a four-digit number better than- the least
significant digit. The results were considerably different than those
usually obtained in serial recall experiments where bowed serial position,
curves are usually obtained. The difference appears to be-that in most ,

memory experiments item-by-item or digit-by-digit processing is
emphasized. When subjects are 'given the option of encoding number
sequences as if they Were large numbers, they appear to uge place value
cues to represent.and retain those numbers. Very different results
wet obtained when the subjects were instructed toftreat the numbers
as ather prices or as telephone numbers. Coding the numbers as prices
enhances place-value information and produced was we called magnitude
encoding; labeling the numerals as telephone numbers reduced place -
value

'.

cues and encouraged what we called nominal encoding. Our results
suggest that it is possible for subjects to encode multidigit numbers
in two very different fashions, one emphasizing relative magnitude

/information and useful for remembering approximate values and the
other emphabizing,digit-by-digit recall and used when arbitrary informa-
tion musejie recovereir. Interestingly, the level Of exact retention in
the two sitUi ions appears to be identical; it is only when partial
recall is ned that the differences of the two types of encoding
emerges.
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Use of Sign Information in Number Comparison

\-6.2 issue closely related to the processing of particular places in
large numberS the processing of sign information. In deciding
whether -3 is larger or smaller than +2 subjects must evaluate both
the value of the number and the sign. Unlike'the results for strict
place-value comparison our results suggest that sign and number infotma-
tion arse processes separately. Most surprisingly, the order of.pro-
cessing sign and,number information appears to be the opposite of that
that would be predicted by the most efficient interpretation. In the
case where the sign of the two %limbers are different, it is rtotlogically

necessary to process the value'of numbers in order to decide which of
t1e two is larger. However, our data strongly suggest-and are most
consistent with the interpretation that subjects process number informa-
tion before they consider the'sign of the number. The source of this
inefficient bias in processing'sign numbers is unknown but may be
related to the fact that negative numbers are only rarely encountered
in daily activities so that the signLof indiwidual numbers rarely needs
to be considered.

Size-value Congruity and Number Comparison

t Another source of irrelevant information in the coM7Arison of
numbers that may influence the speed and efficiency in comparing
numbers is the mere physical size of the number. In several experiments
we have demonstrated the surprising result that the mere size of d
number influences subjects' ability to choose the numerical larger
valUe. When presented with,two single -digit numbers, subjects will be
slower in deciding that 5 is larger than 3 when the "3 is physically
larger than. the 5, and will.be faster when the 5 is physically larger
than the.3, cotpared to equal-size numerals. This size-value congruity
effect suggests that subjects - -even highly Skilled adult subjects--are
very sensitive to the physical characteristics of preiented numerical
tnfotmation. It should be further noted that the congruity effect is
asymmetriCal. Physical size influences the extraction of numerical
information far more than. numerical information affects the extraction
of physical size. The congruity effect resembles the Stroop effect
(referring to the diffleulty of naming colors printed as a different
color name, e.g., the word blue printed in red). However, the effect
is exactly the oppoSite of the Stroop effect. Whereas the stroop
effect refers to the interference of a symbolic value (color word) on
the identification of a physical value (color), the numerical size- '

value congruity Sfect refers to- he interference of a physical cue
(size) on the extraction of a s lic value (number).

The size -value congruity.effect might be applied as a teaching aid.
'Students having difficulty mastering the use of place-value cues,
especially in calculation, might be presented with numbers with
physical cues correlated with the place-value cues. In other words,
the most significant place value would be associated with the largeKt
numeral and the least significant with the smallest. Students could
be taught to associate the physical size cue with the plac value

6
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cue and to disassociate the numerical value from the physical size or

position. Such an aid might redu the often observed',tendenctf
children to subtract the smaller valued numeral from the larger numeral
regardless, of position.

Representation of Numbers Ir

.

Much of the research e,halie conducted concerned with number
representation has been onsistent with the view that numbers are .

encoded internally as m gnitudeb analogous to physical quantities.
One of the most speculative investigations concerning the form of this -.

magnitude representation of number was conducted in a Ph.D. diss tation

by Hu and concerned the psychophysical comparison of numbers and
numerosity (dot.patterns) in a reaction time task: Subjects were asked
to choose as rapidly as possible the larger numeral or the larger
number of dots in a display. The dot patterns were either randomly
arranged or had an associated cue of length or density which could '

be used to determine the relative number of dots. Th surprising

%c
resulp of the research-was that the models that accou ted for the
use or the length cue in nuierosity judgments also pert tly ac(counted

for number comparison in thenumeral displays. At'the °Fisk of the usual
VStatistical peril of accepting the null hypothesis, we were .unable to
detect any difference between the models that account for dot
numerositr judgments and number comparison. Our tentative conclusion
is that some form of length representation may upderlie the magnitude
encoding of numbers. ."--

Related Issues

In the course'of conducting projects directly related to the goals
of the grant a number of side issues were explored. Most of these
projects were initiated by students and were not grant supported,
however, they are loosely related to the overall.goals of the NIE
sponsored reiSearch and illustrate how funded research can lead to an
increase in related but unfunded investigations. The topics range
from use of rules in estimation to sex differendes in algebra, problem-
solving and spatial .abilities. *

. .

Develonmel4t of Numerosity-Judgments
/

In her Ph.D. disertation, Berie extended Sieg ](er's (1976) rule
aSsessme model to the understandingafid development of children's
estimat on processes. Siegler has cfiaractqrized children's' knowledge

//

of bas c physical systems (i.e., balance scale problems) in terms of
rule ystems which change as the children's knoWledge matures. Berie
took similar approach in characteriting'children's knowledge as they
attem t to estimate the number of dots in a dot pattern. .In particular,
she ex ed how length 'and density cues influence estimates of

numeros y i children and adults and how the subjects used rules' afid
rule combin ions in making their estimations.

7



Berie found that the use of a single cue to make estimations
decreased with age. From adolescence to adulthood there was an

`increasing sophistication in the combined use of cues,to make correct
estimations. As assessed independently by"an attentional preference
task, there-was an concomitant increase in prefePefiEeTr complex
perceptual cues. As is true in other aspedts of our r search, yodng
children were characterizes by an overwhelming reliance upon length
Cues with use of other cues becoming evident much later in the develop;
mental sequence.

"'Strategies in Solving Algebra Word Problems
A

In another dissertation, Herring examined two different approaches
to solving algebra word problems. One approach called the direct
translation method, emphasizes a rote mechanical translatiqk of verbal
statements into their algebraic equivalents. The alternative approach,
the schema method, requires individuals toprecognize problems as
instance of a prototype and to retrieve from memory the appropriate
method of solution. Herring found that both methods bf solution
increased accuracy over a no training control, but that schema- trained
subjects were faster and more knowledgeable in their solutions.

Although not an essential concern to his research, Herring's
results have

_not

estimation processes in matAematics
generally. Where both direct translation and schema-methods can and
do produce correct computation, the development and use of a schema
representation for problem solving may lead not only to faster
solutions, Wit more useful approximations of solutions. Extending
Herring's results to our other number' comparison paradigms, it may
be the case that subjects use a schema for number representation to
approximate answers to direct computational problems. The use of
magnitude representation of numbers pay provide a`usgful schema to,
compare number values rapidly and to judge the reasonableness of
computed answers.

Sex Differences in Spatial Ability and Algebra Problem Solving

No one can long investigate' mathematical cognition without soon
confrontipg the issue of sex differences in mathematical abilities and
understanding. Two aspects of this issue were considered in under-

, graduate honor theses with unexpected outcomes.

Q.tedet and Senchak attempted to investigate differences in spatial
ability as a function.of sex role ideAtification as distinct from
gender'. Using the Bem Sexual'Role Inventory, Senchak's hypothesis Was
that self-identification ill predict spatial ability better than
gender per se., Although gex differences in spatial ability are well
documented in the literature and although Senchak used two spatial
ability tasks that hav2 previously identified male /female differences
in spatial ability, she &hind no sex differences in her study. Failure
to obtain sex differences in spatial ability was Very surprising, but

8
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may be related to contemporary social-cultural changes. Senchak noted
that most of-the literature establishing sexual differences in spatial

. ability is quite oid, mostly conducted in the 1950's and 1960's. It may

well be the case that her more recent investigation parallels a shift
in educational practices, cultural attitudes and.social expectatidns
for equal male/female agNities. Her results strongly suggest that a
reexamination of some of the older literature on spatial abilities is
in order.

In an associated study, .Guedet examined the influence,of serial
stereotypes in algebra word problem-:solving. Male and female college
skudentsowere asked to solve algebra'word problems. that were either
presented in a'stereotypic_male form or a stereotypic female form. The

hypothesis was ease of solviltg the problems would interact with subjects'
self-identified sex roles. In termsf expectati9ns,fthe results were.
again somewhat surprising. Females appeared to'be unaffected by the
form of the problem, while males solved significantly more problems
presented inthe,masculine form'ttian in the femininetform. Both males

and females were more likely to attribute solution failures to the
difficulty of the problems (externalattributions) when cross-sex.lprmS
were used.

0 .

An Annotated List of
Papers, Publications, Presentations, and Theses

supported by or related to
NIE-G-7,8-0178

Berie, J. L. Judgment of numerical inequality: Use of sign

information. Masters thesis, Uni4sity of Iowa, 1978.
Three models of processing signed numbers were proposed and tested.

The models include a composite model in which sign and number are
treated as a single unit. and two transformational models in which sign
and number are processed separately in a serial manner. Obtained

.results clearly supported theunintuitive number-sign transformational
model in which number meaning is extracted before sign information is
evaluated.

Berie, J. L.,& Hinrichs, J. V. Size-value congruity in the
development of numeral comparisons. Midwestern Psychological Associ-
ation, Detroit, May, 1981.

First, third and fifth graders chose either the larger numerical
value or the larger sized Aumeral in pairs-of single-digit numbers,
varying in physical size and numerical value. Differences in physical
size slowed value judgments whereas numerical value had minimal effect
oft judgments Qf,size. The magnitude of the.siie-value congruity effect ,

increased with age.

Berie, J. L., & Yurko, D. S. Comparing numerals and number words:

Distance effects in same/different judgments. Psychonomic Society,
Phoenix, November, 1979.
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In Contrast to previous number comparispn research, the present
investigation.used a successive same /different procedure in order to
evaluate two major interpretations of the representation and processing)
,of numeric information. Distance effects were observed for both
response time and errors. AdHitionall, same judgments were faster
thali different judgments. These results were consistent with an
" internal psychophysics" interpretation, but not with the semantic
encoaing,model% a

Guedet, P. Sex differences in mathematical problem solving as
function of sex role appropriateness of problem content. Honors

thesis, University of Iowa, 1981.
College students,:133 males and 83 females, participated in an

experiment designed to test the hypothesis that problem-solving
performance should be facilitated when problem language and context

* are appropriate to the salver's sex role. Two farms o# ten multiple-
choice algebra word problems were constructed, one in a masculine
context and ondn a feminine context. The Bem Sex Role Inventory
was utilized as the measure of sex role identification. Subjects were
divided on the basis of their scores into eight sex by sex-type groups
including androgynous, masculine, feminine; and undifferentiated.
Approximately half of the subjects in each sex by sex-type group were
given the masculine form of the problems;lhe other half were given
the feminine form. The dependent measures included mean number of
correct solAions, mean number of internal and mean number of.external

.j causal attributions, and mean solution time. Results did not support_
the hypothesis as stated; no significant interaction effects of sex
role type and sex-appropriateness of problem emerged. However, results
Indicated significant gefider differences. Males solved mare.probAims
than females overall. While females' performance did not differ across
forms, males solved significantly,more problems on-the masculine form
than on fke feminine form. Females made moreinternal attributions
for failure than.males on the average. Males and females both made.
m?re external attributionS on the cross-sex forb. No differences
emerged with respecOo mean solution times.

kN He ing, R. D. Solving algebra word problems: A comparison of
instructs nal strategies. and problem characteristics. Ph.D disser-
tation', Universityof Iowa, 1981.

The process of solving algebra word problems provides a test of
the instructional,AMplications of current theories of cognitive psychol-
ogy. Three preliminary studies.and-a main experiment investigated the
effects of instructional strategy and problem identification on speed
and accuracy'of solving problems.

The effects of two instructional strategies (training methods)
were compared. ',The first was,the direct translation method in which
subjects' translated written prDblems into algebraic equations, solved
these equations, and computed answers. The second prategy was tgg
'schema method in which subjects.recognized problems as instances of
prototypes of problems, retrieved. solution methods from memory for each

10
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of the. appropriate types of problems1 and applied these -solution

methods ta derive answers. Problem identification and clfissification
were,manipulated in two ways: (a) labeling-problems by their correct
solution methods, and (b) manipulating the problems' cover stories.

The main experilat wa$ conducted with 86 beginning' college
students selected by pretests to have good algebra skills, butlpnly
fair ability to solve algebra word'problems. These subjects received
either direct translation or schema training; or were assignecLto a
no-training control group. Training subjects attended four sessions *..._. --
in which±rly worked on programmed instruction booklets. In a final .

test, ha f all subjects received problems which were labeled by
.their correct solution

e
methoda, and the remaining subjects received

problems which were not labeled. The pairing of cover story and 6P

solution method was varied for eachltUbject by presenting, half the , ,

problems with cover stories and solution methods which-had been paired
during training, and half the problems with cover stories'and solution
methods which had not ban paired during training. All training and 0
test materials are reproduced in the dissertation appendices.

Results showed'that instructional strategy and problem Cover story
both affected learners' proglem solving, but only instructional strategy
affected problem classification. In the problem solving task,.learners
in the training groups solved a greater number of problems than subjects
in the control group. The subjects in the two training groups correctly
'saved an equal' number Of problems, but the subjects in the schema group
solved them more quickly than subjects in thg_ other groups. Problems
that had familiar pairings of cover story and- solution method were more
frequently and quickly solved then problems that had unfamiliar pairings
of cover story and solution method.' In the problem classification task,
subjects in the scheme group classified problems most frequently by

/
correct solution method.

. The type of training method produ ced different problem. solving
performance And classification by a sample of undergraduates of average

. mathematical abil Both training methods improved solution accuracy, 1

. , but the schema met produced faster solution times% and increased the
number of slassifica ions that were based on the mathematical aspects
of the problems.

...,

lo

Hinrichs, J. V. Psychophysical judgment of numetosity compared to
number judgments. Workshop on Chladren's Mathematical Cognition,
Learning Research and Development Center, University of Pittsburgh,
September 22, 1978.

Hinrichs, J. V., Brie, J. L., & Mosell, M. K. Place information
in murtidigit ndmber comparison. Memory & Cognition, in press.

How do we use place information in a number comparison task
involving multidigienumbers? In.fourexperimenis, subjects identified
stimulus numbers as larger or smaller than the number 5000 in a choice
reaction time task. As the difference betwee* the number of places in
the stimulus number and the number Of places in the standard decreased,
response time and errors significantly.increased. Wh& the number of

1
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. - places was held constant, the type of numeric information, extracted
depended On the value, of the standard (5000 or 5555) 'In some case.$,

\.,

irrelevant place information affected choice tifne.
..

t

Hinrichs,'J. Belie, J. L., 6 Yurko,,D. Multidigit number
comparison: Use of place-value information. PsyehonomicSociety, .

Phoenix, Naftmber, 1979.
Two aspects of positional notation, the value of the most signif-

icant place and the'number of places, were investigated in a series of
_studies using a number comparison task. .Consistentyith analog models
of comparative judgment,, differences in apsolute numerical value
predicted decision times better than specific place -value /cues.

Hinrichs, J. V.Yurko, D. S., & 44 J.-M. Two-digit number
comparison.: Use of place information. Journal of Experimental
Psychology: Human Perception and Performance, 1981, 7, 890-901.

Are two-digit numbers processed as two separate digits or as a
' single value? Two-digit numbers from 11 to 99 were compared to a
standard (50 or 55) held in memory. Decision time decreased as
numerical distance from the standard increased. The ones-place digit
significantly affected decision time even wen the tens-place digit
was logically sufficient to select the correct response. The one digit
could be ignored only when standard was placed at a decade°boundary
(50) 'and the range of tested numbers .was,ipsmall (±10). The results
suggest that two-digit numbers are compared as integrated quantities

-'` with comparison time decreasing as a logarithmic function of the
absoluted difference between the two number6. A place-value effect
occurred only when the p'resented number was in the same decade as the
standard. In that case, the comparison process appears to shift to an
evaluation of the oies -place digit.

'
Hinrichs; J. V. & Novick, L. R. Memory for numbers: Nominal

versus magnitude information. Under review.
Across three paired- associated learning experiments, the rccall of

four-digit number responses to word stimuli favored the most siAnif- .
icant digit over the least signiy.cant (magnitude encoding) rather than
exhibiting typical bowed serial position functions (nominal encoding).
Only withinstructiops emphasizing exact recall of each individual digit
did recall functions revert to bowed curves. The results were inter-
preted as evidence for two kinds of number coding in semantic Amony.

Holt, C. S. Temporal aspects of numerical inequality judgments
for two-digit numbers. Honors thesis, University of Iowa, 1981.

irwo-digit number comparisons have been suggested to follow a
single-digit analog process (Hinrichs, Yurko, & Hu, 1981). If compar-
isons of two-digit numbers were made within specific deca , the

'M` various decades should follow the increasing RT function of absolute

numerical values demonstrated for single-digit numbers Rarkman, 1971).
Subjects were presented with number.pairs frown the 20s, 50s, and 80s
decades as well as_similar comparisons between decades around the three

I
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target, decades. The results.of the present experiment suggest a more

complex_process than the single-digit analog by itself. Support is

prop for a construct in which individual digits are initially
encoded separately and subject to the task,demands, then re- encoded
into single quantitiesfor final comparison: Place-value .cues are also

suggested in which the individual digits in the ten's place are compared

. before re-oeficoding, as are the one's place digits.

Hu, J.-M. Comparison of numbers and numerosity: A developmental

'study of psychophysical judgbent. Ph.D dissertatiOn, University of

Iowa? d978..
Reaction time studies with adult subjects suggest a quantitative

basis for their number..,Qoucepts; i.e., numbers appear to lie internally
encoded as analog magnitudes and comparisons among them are wadi in a

manner analogous to psychophysical judgmeDts. A limited number of

developmentar investigations have also replicated these results with
children as young as kindergarteners. wever, very little evidence
concerning children's'psychophYsical js.luents has thus far been

documented in the literature in order to enable closer evaluation of
the relationship between number processing and psychophysical compar-

jsons. Hence, the present thesis was conducted with Pimary empir-
ical ittterestOm systematically exploring children's psychophysical
judgments of numerosity with stimuli varying in physical arrangements,
in addition to their judgment of numerical inequality.

Two.experiments were condubted. In Experiment 1, kindergarteners,

second graders and adults were tested with a judgment of numerical
inequality task (choose the lager single -digJt number) and three
judgment of numerosity inequality tasks (choose the display with
greater number of dots) differing mainly in the arrangement of stimulus

dots: (a) Under the lengq condition, pairs of vertical arrays of
unequal numbers of dots were presented with length as'an additional
inequality cue. (b) Under the density condition, pairs of vertical
arrays equal in length but varying in linear density were presented.
(c) Under the random pattern condition, two dot patterns were presented
with the dots randomly distributed over a'3 x 6 position matrix. Only

second graders and adults were studied in Experime5i 2'tith the judgment

conditions, varying between subjects: three different g oups of subjects

at each age level were tested under either the number, length, or random
pattern conditio

In both ex eriments even the youngest children were clearly
capable of numerosity judgments with arrays containing as many as eight
dots, regardless of their physical arrangement. No major age trend

was observed: numerosity judgments in the length condition, particu-
larly for pairs of small physical difference, were relatively easier
than in thd density or the random pattern condition for both children
and adults. A logarithmic relationship between decision time and
numerical inequality, similar to'that observed with numerosity )

judgments, was also obtained for all subjects, replicating preyious
adult data and suggesting an analOg comparison proceds:

13
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Regression analyses indicated a Close relationship between number
comparison and the psychophysical judgment of length. Consistent
failure to obtain significant differences in the slope parameters of
the decision time functions for the length and the number conditions
suggests that the functional relationship for number comparison is-
probably isomorphic t0 the psythophysical comparison'of line length.
Therefore, the pattern of ,the results suggests no qualitative differ-4,
ences in the process employed for number judgments versus numerosity
judgments by both children and adult subjects. In addition, the
striking'similarity=in,performance unOer the number and the length
conditions argues for a functional isomorphism between.the cogpAtive
representations of these two types of information.

Hu, J. -M, & Hinrichs, J. V. Comparison of number'and numerosity:
A developmental stndy.of psychophysical judgment. Midwestern Psycho-
logical,Associaion; Chicago, May; 1978. 4

Kindergarteners, second graders and college'Studentswere asked to
judge both numerical inequality and the relative numerosity of dot
patterns vatying fn physical arrangements. Reaction time patterns for
all subjects indicated a closer psychophysical relationship between
number and dot patterns varying-in length than other arrangements
(density or random).

Mosell, M. K. place information in number' comparison. Honors
thesis, 'University of Iowa, 1978.

The storage.and Processing of place information was examined in.a
number compariso, cask involving one- to seven-place numbers. Fourteen
undergraduate students, eight females and six males, identified stimulus
numbers as 'larger or smaller than the number 5000 in a two-choice
reaction time task. .Ik was found that as the difference between.the
number of places in4the stimulus number and the number of places in the
standatd decreased., RT and errors significantly increased. In addition,
when the value of; the first digit was altered so that the numerical
diffdrence between-the stimulus number and the standard became smaller,
RT increased in t1ree -place numbers and decreased in five-place numbers.
'the interaction between the number of places within the stimulus number
and its first-digit value was significant A strict place-difference
model of number Comparison was rejected. The application of Moyer and
Landauer's (1967). analog model was extended to a broader range
numbers.

4

1ri)it Senchak, M. T. Sex roles and the sex difference in visual-spatial
a lityt Honors thesis, University of Iowa, 1981.

To assess sax differences in visual-spatial ability and the
influence.of sex roles on spatial ability, 216 college freshmen
completed the Card Rotation Test, the Hidden Filgures Test and the Bem
Sex Role Inventory. Contrary to expectations, there were no sex
differences on either spatial task. The BSRI was able to differentiate
subjects on thej)asis of sex type, but the sex role classifications did
not vary significantly with spatial ability. Socio-cultural change was
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discussed.as possible eXplanation for the lack of sex differences in
t

spatial'ability.

0,

4

Yurko, D. S. Size-yalue congruity and comparative numerical

judgments.. Masters thesis, University ofdowa, 1978.
Three models of the size-value congruity effectwere proposed and

tested. The size-value congruity effect refers to influence of irrel-

evant size cues on the processj.ng of the value of numerical stimuli;

when size'and value are congruent,. both, relatively large or both

relatively small, decision time is faciliated, but when the size and

value are incongruent, decision time is increased. The results were

incohsistent.with a. semantic encoding interpretation (Banks, 1977) and

a response competition explanation (Paivio, 1975). A simple normali-

zation model was also unakble to acbount for the observed data. The

best interpretation at present, appears to be a parallel processing

, model with information from each decision accumulator "leaking" over

to affect the other.
I

Yurko, D. S., & Hinrichs, J.'V. Judgment of numerical inequality:

Size-value congruity. MidWestern Psychological Association, Chicago,

May, 1978.
College students chose either the larger or the smaller numerical

value in pairs of single-digit numbers, varying in physical gize and

value. Compared to equal-size controls, incongruent size-value pairs

were slower, but larger-smaller psychophysical functions did not differ.

Congruent pairs were faster, and numerical value interacted with type

of decision.
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